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Fig. 1: Label-set to Semantic map generation. (Top) Given a label-set,
our model can generate diverse and realistic semantic maps. Translated RGB
images are shown to better visualize the quality of the generated semantic maps.
(Bottom) The proposed model enables several real-world flexible image editing.
Abstract. Flexible user controls are desirable for content creation and
image editing. A semantic map is commonly used intermediate repre-
sentation for conditional image generation. Compared to the operation
on raw RGB pixels, the semantic map enables simpler user modifica-
tion. In this work, we specifically target at generating semantic maps
given a label-set consisting of desired categories. The proposed frame-
work, SegVAE, synthesizes semantic maps in an iterative manner using
conditional variational autoencoder. Quantitative and qualitative exper-
iments demonstrate that the proposed model can generate realistic and
diverse semantic maps. We also apply an off-the-shelf image-to-image
translation model to generate realistic RGB images to better understand
the quality of the synthesized semantic maps. Furthermore, we showcase
several real-world image-editing applications including object removal,
object insertion, and object replacement.
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1 Introduction
The recent success of deep generative models has made breakthroughs in a wide
range of tasks such as image and video synthesis [2,9,11]. In addition to conven-
tional generative models that aims to generate images from noise vectors sampled
from prior distributions, conditional generative models have getting attention to
handle various tasks including image-to-image translation (I2I) [6,15,43], text-
to-image synthesis [5,41], and audio-to-video generation [18], to name a few. One
major goal of these conditional generation tasks is to enable flexible user control,
image editing, and content creation. Conditional generative models can greatly
shorten the distance between professional creators and general users.
Among all forms of conditional context, semantic maps are recently get-
ting attention. Semantic maps can be used as an intermediate representation
or directly as inputs. As an intermediate representation, semantic maps serve as
mediums that facilitate the original tasks such as image generation from text and
scene graph [5,7]. As inputs, semantic maps can be translated to realistic images
via I2I models [27]. These I2I models enable editing on the semantic maps, which
is easier and more flexible than operating on the RGB space. However, in terms
of image editing, users need to create semantic maps that are realistic in order
to generate realistic RGB images. It is crucial to provide users greater flexibility
and less overhead on image editing.
In this work, we focus on generating semantic maps given a label-set. The
task is challenging for two reasons. First, the shape of components in the seman-
tic maps not only need to be realistic, but also have to be mutually compatible.
Second, the generation is inherently multimodal, that is, one label-set can corre-
spond to multiple semantic maps. To handle these issues, we propose SegVAE,
a VAE-based framework that can generate semantic maps in an iterative man-
ner. For compatibility, the proposed model performs generation at each iteration
conditioned on the label-set as well as previously generated components. For
diversity, the proposed method learns a shape prior distribution that can be
randomly sampled during the inference stage.
We evaluate the proposed methods through extensive qualitative and quan-
titative experiments. We conduct experiments on two diverse datasets, the Cele-
bAMaskHQ [13] and HumanParsing [22] datasets, to demonstrate the general
effectiveness of the proposed framework. We leverage Fre´chet Inception Distance
(FID) [3] and conduct a user study to evaluate realism. For diversity, we mea-
sure feature distances similar to the Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) [42] metric. Furthermore, we demonstrate several real-world editing
scenarios to showcase the superb controllability of the proposed method. We
also apply an I2I model, SPADE [27], to synthesize realistic images based on the
generated semantic maps to better visualize the quality of the proposed model.
We make the following contributions:
• We propose a new approach that can generate semantic maps from label-sets.
Components in the generated semantic maps are mutually compatible and the
overall semantic maps are realistic. SegVAE can also generate diverse results.
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• We validate that our method performs favorably against existing methods
and baselines in terms of realism and diversity on the CelebAMask-HQ and
HumanParsing datasets.
• We demonstrate several real-world image editing applications using the pro-
posed method. Our model enables flexible editing and manipulation. Our code
and more results is available at https://github.com/yccyenchicheng/SegVAE.
2 Related Work
Generative models. Generative models aim to model a data distribution given
a set of samples from that distribution. The mainstream of generative mod-
els approximates the distribution through maximum likelihood. There are two
branches of the maximum likelihood method. One stream of work explicitly mod-
els the data distribution. PixelRNN [25] and PixelCNN [24] are auto-regressive
models that perform sequential generation where the next pixel value is pre-
dicted conditioned on all the previously generated pixel values. Variational au-
toencoder [11] model the real data distribution by maximizing the lower bound
of the data log-likelihood. The other stream of work learns implicit data dis-
tribution. Generative adversarial networks [2] model the data distribution by a
two-player game between a generator and a discriminator.
Based on conventional generative models, conditional generative models syn-
thesize images based on various contexts. Conditional generative models can
formulate a variety of topics in image editing and content creations, including
super-resolution [12], image-to-image translation [16,43], text-to-image genera-
tion [37,41], video generation [20,39], and music-to-dance translation [18].
Generative models with semantic maps. Semantic map is an important
modality in generative modeling. There are two major ways of using semantic
maps. First, semantic maps can be used as the conditional context for conditional
image synthesis. Image-to-image translation models can learn the mapping from
semantic maps to realistic RGB images [6,26,27,38]. Second, semantic maps can
serve as an intermediate representation during the training of image synthe-
sis conditioned on text or scene graph. [7,19,31,33,35]. Using semantic layouts
provides rough guidance of the location and appearance of objects and further
facilitate the training. In this work, we focus on generating semantic maps di-
rectly from a label-set. The proposed model enables flexible user editing and the
generated results can be further used for photorealistic image generation.
Image editing. Image editing is a process of altering images. Traditional im-
age editing mostly focuses on low-level changing like image enhancement, im-
age retouching, and image colorization. In this work, we target at generating
and altering the content of images. For generation, previous work can synthe-
size desired output given instructions like a set of categories [8,17] or a sen-
tence [34], or change the semantic information in a user-specified region of the
target image [32]. Other stream of work can perform operations like object inser-
tion [14,23], object removal [40], and object attribute editing [36]. The proposed
method can achieve both generations: given specified label-sets, and editing in-
cluding object insertion and removal.
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Fig. 2: Overview. (a) Given a label-set as input, we iteratively predict the se-
mantic map of each category starting from a blank canvas. we initialize the initial
canvas as a blank semantic map x0. The generation conditions on the embedding
of (Current canvas, Target class, Label-set). (b) In each iteration, the context
encoder Ec encodes the input into the conditional context which is copied as the
input to Eφ, Eψ, and D. During training, the posterior encoder {Eφ, LSTMφ}
takes the ground-truth semantic map of the target class as additional input to
output N(µφ, σφ), which is then used to reconstruct the ground-truth seman-
tic map. The prior encoder {Eψ, LSTMψ} encodes the conditional context to
output N(µψ, σψ), which enables the stochastic sampling during test time.
3 Semantic Maps Generation
Our goal is to learn the mapping from label-sets X to semantic maps Y ⊂
RH×W×C . A label-set x = [x1, x2, ..., xc] ∈ X is a binary vector with c classes,
where xi ∈ {0, 1}. A semantic map y ∈ Y denotes a c channels label map where
Yi,j,k ∈ {0, 1} for class k, k = 1, 2, ..., C. The proposed SegVAE consist of
a context encoder Ec, a posterior encoders {Eφ, LSTMφ}, a learned prior en-
coders {Eψ, LSTMψ}, and a decoder D. The context encoder Ec aims to encode
information including label-set, current canvas, and target label into a context
for the following conditional generation. The posterior network {Eφ, LSTMφ},
consisting of a convolutional encoder and an LSTM, aims to conditionally en-
code input each iteration into an inference prior. The learned prior network
{Eψ, LSTMψ}, consisting of a fully-connected encoder and an LSTM, targets
at learning a conditional prior distribution to be sampled from during inference
time. The decoder D then learns the mapping from both posterior and learned
prior distribution to semantic maps.
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In this section, we first introduce the background knowledge of conditional
variational auto-encoder in Section 3.1. Then we detail the proposed model in
Section 3.2. Finally, we provide implementation details in Section 3.3.
3.1 Conditional VAE
Variational autoencoder. A Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [11,29] attempts
to explicitly model the real data distribution by maximizing the lower bound of
the data log-likelihood. VAE leverages a simple prior pθ(z) (e.g., , Gaussian) and
a complex likelihood pθ(x|z) on latent variable z to maximize the data likelihood
pθ(x). An inference network qφ(z|x) is introduced to approximate the intractable
latent posterior pθ(z|x). Here θ and φ denote the parameters of the generation
and inference networks. We then jointly optimize over θ and φ,
log pθ(x) = log
∫
z
pθ(x|z)p(z) dz
≥ Eqφ(z|x) log pθ(x|z)−DKL(qφ(z|x)||p(z)) .
(1)
With this inequality, the variational autoencoder aims to reconstruct data x
with latent variable z sampled from the posterior qφ(z|x) while minimizing the
KL-divergence between the prior p(z) and posterior qφ(z|x).
Conditional variational autoencoder. A Conditional Variational Autoen-
coder (C-VAE) [30] is an extension of the VAE which condition on a prior infor-
mation described by a variable or feature vector c. The generation and inference
network’s output will base on the conditional variable c, and the optimization
over θ and φ becomes,
log pθ(x, c) = log
∫
z
pθ(x|z, c)p(z) dz
≥ Eqφ(z|x) log pθ(x|z, c)−DKL(qφ(z|x, c)||p(z|c)) .
(2)
3.2 Iterative Generation with Learned Prior
A label-set consists of various amount of categories. To handle the dynamic
amount of categories as well as capture dependency among categories, we lever-
age Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) [4] as our recurrent backbone. However,
how to perform stochastic generation and model data variations remain a chal-
lenge. The complexity is twofold. First, there are various possible combinations of
categories to construct a label-set. For example, y1 = {t-shirt, short, shoe} and
y2 = {sunglasses, dress, bag} represent two completely different outfit style.
Second, in addition to label-set-level variations, category-level variations also
need to be captured. For instance, each bag and dress have diverse possible
shapes. Moreover, the label-set-level variations and the category-level variations
are not independent. For example, different choices of t-shirt will affect the
choices of dress considering compatibility.
To handle these issues, we leverage C-VAE as our generative model. However,
the usage of N (0, I) which is conventionally used in VAE ignores dependencies
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between iterations since the priors are drawn independently at each iteration.
Therefore, we adopt the similar idea from [1] to use a parameterized network ψ
other than N (0, I) for inferring the shape prior distribution. In order to learn
the conditional prior, we first define our conditional context at iteration t as:
ct = E
c(yt, y, x1:t−1), (3)
where yt is the current category to be generated, y represents the given label
set, and xk denote the semantic map at iteration k. The learned prior can thus
be modeled with {Eψ, LSTMψ}. At iteration t,
ht = Eψ(ct)
µtψ, σ
t
ψ = LSTMψ(ht)
zt ∼ N (µtψ, σtψ).
(4)
The learned prior is trained with the help of the posterior network {Eφ, LSTMφ}
and the decoder D. At iteration t, given xt, the semantic map of current category,
we perform reconstruction by
ht = Eφ(ct, xt)
µtφ, σ
t
φ = LSTMφ(ht)
zt ∼ N (µtφ, σtφ)
xˆt = D(zt, ct).
(5)
Therefore, the model can be trained with a reconstruction loss and a KL loss at
iteration t:
Ltrecon = ‖xˆt − xt‖1
LtKL = −DKL(N (µtφ, σtφ)||N (µtψ, σtψ)).
(6)
We express the final objective as:
L = Ex,y
[ |y|∑
i=1
λreconL
i
recon + λKLL
i
KL
]
, (7)
where the hyper-parameters λs control the importance of both term.
In the inference time, given a label-set as input, we initialize an empty label
map as x0. We then generate xk autoregressively by setting the inputs for pψ
with the generated shapes xˆ1:t−1.
3.3 Implementation Details
We implement our model in PyTorch [28]. For all experiments, we use the res-
olution of 128 × 128 for the input image and semantic map. For the context
encoder Ec, we use two multilayer perceptrons to produce the embeddings of
the label-set and target label, and fuse them with the current canvas. Then a six
convolution layers will encode the embeddings and the current canvas into the
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Fig. 3: Training data example. Starting from an empty canvas, we generate
semantic map in an iterative manner, where each generation conditions on all
previous generated semantic maps. We show the visualization of the training
data for the proposed method. Starting from an empty canvas, we generate
semantic map in an iterative manner, where each generation conditions on all
previous generated semantic maps.
conditional context. For the Eψ, we apply a fully connected layers with LSTM
followed by two multilayer perceptrons to output the mean and log variance. The
Eφ is similar to Eψ by replacing the fully connected layers with the convolution
layers to encoder the ground truth semantic map. We use the latent code size
of zψ, zφ ∈ R384 for all experiments. Finally, the D consists of five fractionally
strided convolution layers. We apply the instance norm and spectral norm for
all the architectures. For more details of the network architecture, please refer
to the supplementary material.
For training, we use the Adam optimizer [10] with a learning rate of 5e−5, a
batch size of 24, and (β1, β2) = (0.5, 0.999). For the HumanParsing dataset, we
use λrecon = 1, λKL = 1e
−4 and λrecon = 1, λKL = 1e−7 for the CelebAMask-HQ
dataset. For the order of the iterative generation with learned prior, we use {face,
hair, left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg, upper clothes, dress, skirt, pants, left
shoe, right shoe, hat, sunglasses, belt, scarf, bag} for the HumanParsing dataset.
In addition, {skin, neck, hair, left eyebrow, right eyebrow, left ear, right ear, left
eye, right eye, nose, lower lip, upper lip, mouth, hat, cloth, eyeglass, earrings,
necklace} for the CelebAMask-HQ dataset.
4 Experimental Results
Datasets. We perform the evaluation on two datasets:
• HumanParsing. The HumanParsing dataset [22], extended from [21], con-
tains ∼ 17, 000 of street fashion images and 18 classes of semantic maps with
pixel-annotations. It is composed of diverse appearances and multiple com-
binations of fashion items and human parts. We first clean the dataset by
inspecting the aspect ratio of the ground truth semantic maps and remove
those over ±1 standard deviation. For each example, we compute the bound-
ing box of each class on the semantic map and crop them accordingly.
• CelebAMask-HQ. CelebAMask-HQ [13] is a large-scale face image dataset
which includes 30, 000 high-resolution paired face images and semantic maps.
The semantic maps contain 19 classes of facial attributes and accessories. The
various shapes of facial attributes and accessories make it suitable for testing.
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Table 1: Realism and Diversity. We use the FID and a feature space distance
metric to measure the realism and diversity (± indicates the 95% C.I.).
HumanParsing CelebAMask-HQ
Method FID  Diversity  FID  Diversity 
C-GAN 171.1293
±.3359 N/A 76.0115±.1981 N/A
C-VAEsep 85.0505
±.3052 .1781±.040 39.7445±.2254 .1566±.033
C-VAEglobal 83.8214
±.6747 .1730±.034 36.2903±.2084 .1582±.031
sg2im-orig [7] 207.0786
±.3324 N/A 208.8142±.1876 N/A
sg2im [7] 56.7421
±.2206 .2064±.050 34.7316±.3071 .1476±.045
Ours w/o LSTM 50.8830
±.2374 .2024±.045 34.5073±.2156 .1535±.034
Ours w/o Learned Prior 44.6217
±.2881 .1625±.054 33.8060±.3167 .1492±.038
Ours 39.6496
±.3543 .2072±.053 28.8221±.2732 .1575±.043
GT 33.1562
±.3801 .2098±.050 22.5981±.0870 .1603±.045
We split the data into 80%, 10%, 10% for training, validation and testing. For
more quantitative and qualitative results, please refer to the supplementary files.
Evaluated Method. We evaluate the following algorithms.
• C-GAN. We implement a conditional GAN which takes a label-set as input
and generates the corresponding images. This method has to handle the class-
dependency, compatibility between shapes, and the image quality at the same
time, which imposes a great burden on a single model.
• C-VAEsep. This baseline generates semantic maps for each category indepen-
dently. The generated semantic maps are then aggregated to the final output.
• C-VAEglobal This baseline takes global context into consideration while gen-
erating semantic maps for each category. We encode the label-set into a global
feature, which serves as the conditional context for the generation. With ref-
erence to the global feature, the generated shapes will be more compatible.
• sg2im [7]. Sg2im is a conditional generative model that takes a scene graph
as input and output the corresponding image. To facilitate the learning, a
semantic map is first predicted from the object embedding during the opti-
mization process. We compare the predicted semantic maps from sg2im given
a label-set as input, which can be seen as the simplest form of a scene graph.
We use the official implementation provided by [7] for training. For a fair
comparison, we provide ground truth bounding boxes for sg2im when gener-
ating the masks. We report both the metrics from the images translated from
its predicted semantic maps using SPADE [27] and the images generated by
sg2im (denoted by “sg2im” and “sg2im-orig” respectively in Table 1).
4.1 Quantitative Evaluation
Visual quality. We evaluate the realism of the generated semantic maps using
the Fre´chet Inception Distance (FID) [3] metric. We first generate a semantic
map given a label-set, then we use an off-the-shelf I2I model [27] to output the
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Table 2: Compatibility and reconstructability. We train a shape predictor
to measure the compatibility error (abbreviated as Compat. error) over the gen-
erated shapes. We adopt an auto-encoder to measure the quality of our generated
results by computing the reconstruction error (denoted as Recon. error).
HumanParsing CelebAMask-HQ
Method Compat. error  Recon. error  Compat. error  Recon. error 
C-VAEsep .7823
±.0161 .6857±.010 .1029±.0017 .1165±.003
C-VAEglobal .7345
±.0141 .6186±.018 .1015±.0040 .1142±.003
sg2im [7] .6983
±.0176 .5434±.012 .0844±.0020 .1334±.003
Ours .6174
±.0147 .5663±.011 .0754±.0013 .0840±.001
translated image. We compute FID with the official implementation from [3] on
all compared methods to measure the realism of the generated semantic maps.
Table 1 shows that the proposed model performs favorably against the baselines
and the existing method.
Diversity. We measure the diversity by computing distance between the gener-
ated semantic maps using the distance metric similar to the LPIPS [42] metric.
However, there are no general feature extractors for semantic maps. Therefore,
we trained an auto-encoder on the ground truth semantic maps. We use the
intermediate representation as the extracted features for semantic maps. We can
then measure the feature distance between two semantic maps. We measure the
diversity between 3000 pairs of generated semantic maps by sampling from the
test-set. Table 1 shows that the proposed method generates diverse semantic
maps without sacrificing visual quality.
Compatibility and reconstruction error. To evaluate the compatibility of
a generated semantic maps, we design a metric measure the performance of all
compared methods. A shape is compatible if it can be easily inferred from all the
other class’s semantic maps. We measure this quantitatively by training a shape
predictor which takes a semantic map and a target label as input, and outputs
the shape of the target class. The training pair of the data is created by excluding
one of the class in the ground truth semantic map as the prediction target, and
the remaining classes’ semantic maps along with the class of the excluded target
form the input. Then we use this shape predictor to compute the compatibility
error for all the compared methods. Meanwhile, we also train an auto-encoder on
the ground-truth semantic maps to measure if one generated result is close to the
real data distribution. Given a generated semantic map as input, we calculate the
reconstruction error between the input and the reconstructed result output by
the auto-encoder. Table 2 shows that the proposed method generates compatible
and reasonable semantic maps.
Prediction order analysis. We analyze how the prediction order will affect
the performance of the proposed model at Tables 3. First, we organize the classes
in each dataset into three major categories for two datasets where the class in
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Table 3: Prediction order analysis. (Upper) On the HumanParsing dataset,
order–1 and order–2 perform similarly since both Body, Clothes provide great
contexts for the model. In contrast, order–3 degrades the generation results
and the diversity since Accessories offers limited contexts. (Lower) On the
CelebAMask-HQ dataset, Face is crucial for serving as the initial canvas for
the subsequent generation. Therefore order–1 outperforms order–2 and order–
3. in FID. Similarly, order–3 largely constrains the possible generation for the
remaining class and causes lower diversity.
Order (HumanParsing) FID Diversity
1 Body→ Clothes→ Accessories (Ours) 39.6496±.3543 .2072±.053
2 Clothes→ Body→ Accessories 39.9008±.5263 .2062±.0494
3 Accessories→ Body→ Clothes 40.2909±.2195 .2043±.0521
Order (CelebAMask-HQ) FID Diversity
1 Face→ Face features→ Accessories (Ours) 28.8221±.2732 .1575±.043
2 Face features→ Face→ Accessories 30.6547±.1267 .1517±.0376
3 Accessories→ Face→ Face features 32.0325±.1294 .1489±.0363
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100% 
20.4
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96.3 97.5
85.9
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C-VAEglobal
Sg2im [7]
Real semantic map Comparison	with	baselines All	methods	compared	with	GT
Fig. 4: User study. We conduct a user study to evaluate the realism of the
generated semantic maps. We have two sets of comparison: the comparison with
other algorithms, and all methods to real maps. Results showed that users fa-
vored SegVAE (gray bar) against all other compared methods in both settings.
each category has similar properties. Then, we train the proposed methods with
different permutations of these orders.
HumanParsing. We organize the classes into Body, Clothes, Accessories. The
classes in each category are
• Body : {face, hair, left arm, right arm, left leg, right leg}.
• Clothes: {upper clothes, dress, skirt, pants, left shoe, right shoe}.
• Accessories: {hat, sunglasses, belt, scarf, bag}.
Three orders are as follows. Order–1: Body, Clothes, Accessories (Ours), order–2:
Clothes, Body, Accessories, and order–3: Accessories, Body, Clothes.
CelebAMask-HQ. We organize the classes into Face, Face features, Accessories.
The classes in each category are
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Fig. 5: Qualitative comparison. We present the generated semantic maps
given label-sets on the CelebAMask-HQ (left) and the HumanParsing (right)
datasets. The proposed model generates images with better visual quality com-
pared to other methods. We also present the translated realistic images via
SPADE. Please refer to Figure 6 for the color mapping for each category.
• Face: {skin, neck, hair}.
• Face features: {left eyebrow, right eyebrow, left ear, right ear, left eye, right
eye, nose, lower lip, upper lip, mouth}.
• Accessories: {hat, cloth, eyeglass, earrings, necklace}.
We experiment on three prediction orders. Order–1: Face, Face features, Ac-
cessories (Ours), order–2: Face features, Face, Accessories, and order–3: Acces-
sories, Face, Face features.
Table 3 shows how the prediction order affects the performance of realism and
diversity. For the HumanParsing dataset, order–1 and order–2 perform similarly
on FID and diversity since both Body and Clothes provide great contexts for
the model. While in order–3, Accessories do not deliver good information as the
other two categories and will constrain the possible shapes and locations when
generating the semantic maps of Body and Clothes. This results in a degradation
in FID and diversity. For the CelebAMask-HQ dataset, the Face category is
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essential. Acting as a canvas, it ensures the generation of the subsequent class
is located in the semantically meaningful position, and gives the most degree of
freedom when generating compatible shapes compared to other orders.
Ablation studies. We analyze the contribution of each component of our
method with ablation studies.
• Ours w/o LSTM. This model omits the LSTM when outputting the distri-
bution of the learned prior and the posterior.
• Ours w/o Learned Shape Prior. This version adopts a fixed Gaussian
distribution for the shape prior. The proposed method with fixed prior.
The results in Table 1 show the necessity of the proposed model’s architecture
design. LSTM serves as a crucial role to handle the dynamic among the classes as
well as capture the dependency among them. On both datasets, the model yields
significant improvements over FID in contrast to the model with fixed prior. On
the other hand, adopting the learned shape prior mainly contributes to the better
diversity of the generated outputs. Besides, realism also gains improvement on
both datasets.
User study. To better explicitly evaluate the visual quality of the generated
semantic maps without relying on the off-the-shelf image-to-image translation
model, we conduct a user study. We perform two sets of comparisons. First, we
compare the proposed method to baselines. Second, we compare all methods to
ground-truth semantic maps. In each test, users are given two semantic maps
generated from different methods and asked “which semantic map looks more
realistic?”. We ask each user to compare 20 pairs and collect results from a total
of 60 subjects. Figure 4 presents the results of our user study.
4.2 Qualitative Evaluation
Visual quality. We compare the visual quality of the generated semantic maps
from the proposed method and the baseline methods. As shown in Figure 5, the
proposed model can generate semantic maps that are more realistic than others.
The C-VAEsep model generates each category independently. The generation
of each semantic map is not only unaware of the shape of other categories, but
even unknowing of what other categories are in this label-set. Although the in-
dividual semantic maps are reasonable, they are not mutually compatible after
combination. The C-VAEglobal model performs slightly better with taking the
label-set information as an additional input. However, the generation process
still disregards the appearance of each other. Finally, the proposed SegVAE out-
performs sg2im from several perspectives. First, the iterative generation allows
us to use teacher-forcing in training, which helps capture the dependency among
components. Second, we can better capture the appearance distribution with the
help of VAE. Finally, the learned latent space enables random sampling during
inference time, which supports generating diverse outputs.
Multi-modality. We demonstrate the capability of the proposed method to
generate diverse outputs in Figure 6. SegVAE can generate diverse appearances
of objects given the same label-set. For example, the eyeglasses (the first row of
CelebAMask-HQ), the hat (the second row of CelebAMask-HQ), the skirt (the
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{skin,	 hair,	cloth,	
l_brow,	r_brow,	l_ear,	
r_ear,	l_eye,	r_eye,	
eye_g,	l_lip,	 u_lip,	
mouth,	neck,	nose}
{skin,	 hair,	cloth,	
l_brow,	r_brow,	
l_ear,	r_ear,	l_eye,	
r_eye,	l_lip,	u_lip,	
neck,	nose,	hat}
{skin,	 hair,	l_brow,	
r_brow,	l_eye,	
r_eye,	l_lip,	u_lip,	
mouth,	neck,	nose}
{skin,	 hair,	l_brow,	
r_brow,	l_eye,	r_eye,	
l_lip,	 u_lip,	mouth,	
neck,	nose}
Output:	Semantic	mapGenerateInput:	Label-set Translate Translated	image
skin hair left	eyebrow right	eyebrowclothes left	ear right	ear earrings left	eye
right	eye eyeglasses lower	lip upper	lip mouth neck necklace nose hat
{hair,	upper-clothes,	
skirt,	left-shoe,	
right-shoe,	face,	
left-leg,	right-leg,	
left-arm,	right-arm}
{hat,	hair,	upper-
clothes,	pants,	 left-
shoe,	right-shoe,	
face,	left-arm,	right-
arm,	scarf}
{hair,	upper-clothes,	
skirt,	belt,	left-shoe,	
right-shoe,	face,	
left-leg,	right-leg,	
left-arm,	right-arm}
{hat,	hair,	upper-
clothes,	skirt,	
pants,	 left-shoe,	
right-shoe,	face,	
left-arm}
hat hair up-clothes skirtsunglass pants dress belt left	shoe
right	shoe face left	leg right	leg left	arm right	arm bag scarf
Fig. 6: Multi-modality. We demonstrate the ability of SegVAE to generate
diverse results given a label-set on both datasets.
second row of HumanParsing), and the scarf (the fourth row of HumanParsing).
The generated semantic maps are mutually compatible thanks to the iterative
conditional generation process. In the fourth row of CelebAMask-HQ, the hair
and face change jointly to different orientations. In the first row of HumanPars-
ing, both left- and right-leg changes jointly to different poses.
4.3 Editing
The proposed method enables flexible user-control for image editing. We demon-
strate three real-world applications, including remove, add, and new style. For
all applications, we first obtain the semantic maps from the input RGB images.
Then we perform editing on the semantic maps with SegVAE. Finally, we trans-
late the edited semantic maps back to RGB images with an I2I model. We show
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{hat}
add
{bag}
remove
{hat}
remove
{hair}
new	style
{up-clothes}
new	style
{eye}
remove
{lower lip}
remove
{nose}
new	style
{hair}
new	style
{eye}
add
{eye glass}
add
{bag}
add
Fig. 7: Editing. We present three real-world image editing applications: add,
remove, and new style. We show results of three operations on both datasets.
the results of image editing in Figure 7. For Remove, we remove a category from
the label-set. For Add, we add an additional category to the existing label-set to
perform object insertion. For New style, we could alter the style of the targeted
category due to the diverse outputs of the purposed method. More results are
available in the supplementary materials.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel VAE-based framework with iterative generation
process for label-set to semantic maps generation. To generate realistic appear-
ance and mutually compatible shapes among the classes, we propose to generate
the target shape in an autoregressive fashion by conditioning on the previously
generated components. To handle the diverse output, we adopt a parameterized
network for learning a shape prior distribution. Qualitative and quantitative re-
sults show that the generated semantic maps are realistic and diverse. We also
apply an image-to-image translation model to generate RGB images to better
understand the quality of the synthesized semantic maps. Finally, we showcase
several real-world image-editing scenarios including removal, insertion, and re-
placement, which enables better user-control over the generated process.
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